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A COMPARISON OF THE PERFORMANCE OF FOUR SIDE-MOUNTED
INLETS OVER A MACH NUMBER RANGE OF 0.88 TO 2.2
AND ANGLES OF ATTACK TO 1^ °*
By Leroy L. Presley and William P. Peterson
SUMMARY
The performance of three external-compression inlets and one
internal-compression inlet was investigated experimentally at a Mach
number of 2.0 through an angle-of-attack range from 0° to 1^ °. The
external-compression inlets were as follows: a three-shock vertical-ramp
inlet, a two-shock vertical-ramp inlet with a flow-deflector plate, and
a three-shock horizontal-ramp inlet. The internal-compression inlet was
a circular axisymmetric inlet with a translating centerbody. Each inlet
was side-mounted on the forward portion of a I/10-scale model of a fuse-
lage large enough to accommodate four turbojet engines for operation at
Mach number 2.0. Each inlet captured the required air flow for two
engines.
Of the four investigated the internal-compression inlet with a
flow-deflector plate and the horizontal-ramp inlet had the best pressure-
recovery characteristics throughout the entire angle-of-attack range at
a Mach number of 2.0. The internal-compression inlet with flow-deflector
plate obtained a pressure recovery of 88.3 percent at an angle of attack
of 2° (zero inlet angle of attack), whereas the horizontal-ramp inlet
obtained 87.2 percent. The loss of pressure recovery at positive angles
of attack by the vertical-ramp and internal-compression inlets was greatly
reduced by a flow-deflector plate mounted above and forward of the inlet
entrance.
The drag of the internal-compression inlet with flow-deflector plate
was lower than that of any other inlet. The drag of the horizontal-ramp
inlet was less than that of the vertical-ramp inlets at angles of attack
greater than 3°«
*Title, Unclassified
The horizontal-ramp and internal-compression inlets had suitable
pressure-recovery characteristics at Mach numbers below 2.0 but the
pressure recovery decreased sharply at Mach numbers above 2.0 at an
angle of attack of 2°.
INTRODUCTION
A large number of studies have been made concerning the performance
of side inlets operating at Mach numbers near 2.0. However, most of these
studies have dealt with the performance of specific inlet-body combina-
tions which makes a comparison of the relative performance of various types
of inlets difficult because of dissimilarities in the flow fields about
the various bodies.. The present study was initiated, therefore, to compare
the pressure recovery and drag of three external-compression inlets and one 2
internal-compression inlet mounted on the side of a given body. The body 0
in this case was a I/10-scale model of the forward portion of a fuselage ^
large enough to accommodate four turbojet engines for operation at Mach
number 2.0. Each of the side inlets supplied the required air flow for
two engines.
Of the three external-compression inlets, two had vertical compression
ramps located on the inboard side of the inlet. (The performance of simi-
lar inlets is reported in refs. 1, 2, 3> and 4.) The major difference
between the two vertical-ramp inlets was that one incorporated a flow-
deflector plate above and forward of the inlet entrance for the intended
purpose of improving the performance at angle of attack. The other
external-compression inlet had a horizontal compression ramp located at
the top of the inlet. (Performance characteristics of a similar inlet are
given in ref. 5-)
The internal-compression inlet was axisymmetric and had a translating
centerbody. The performance of an isolated inlet of this type has been
reported in references 6 and 7> but no data relating to its performance in
the presence of a forebody has been published previously. This inlet
incorporated flow-deflector plates mounted above and forward of the inlet
entrance for improved performance at angle of attack.
Boundary-layer removal was incorporated on the compression surfaces
of all the inlets.
The investigation was conducted in the Ames 6- by 6-foot supersonic
wind tunnel at a Reynolds number of 2.5X106 per foot. The Mach number was
varied from 0.88 to 2.2 and data were obtained for model angles of attack
from 0° to Ik°.
SYMBOLS
A cross-sectional area, sq in.
C-,-, total drag coefficient based on maximum body cross-sectional
area ~ • .
c^ internal drag of bleed systems
H.R.P. horizontal reference plane
m mass-flov rate of air, slugs/sec
M Mach number
p static pressure, Ib/sq in.
Ap,
"E total-pressure distortion parameter, numerical difference betveen
Ptav maximum and minimum rake total pressures divided by average
total pressure
a angle of attack, deg
B second-ramp angle, deg
Subscripts
b total bleed
i inlet entrance
I local value ' . •
L left duct, viewed from rear
R right duct, viewed from rear
t . stagnation condition • '• • '•
av ' average .
max maximum
min minimum
00 free stream
1 compressor rake station
2 ramp bleed mass-flow measuring station for vertical-ramp inlets
3 mass-flow measuring station for horizontal-ramp inlet bleed
through ramp perforations
4 mass-flow measuring station for horizontal-ramp inlet bleed
through ramp slot
s mass-flow measuring station for internal-compression inlet
centerbody bleed
e mass-flow measuring station for internal-compression inlet
annulus bleed
Y mass-flow measuring station for gutter bypass air
s mass-flow measuring station for upper bypass of engine air
9 mass-flow measuring station for lower bypass of engine air
APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE
Model
The model investigated represented to a scale of 1 to 10 the forward
portion of a fuselage sized to accommodate four turbojet engines for oper-
ation at Mach number 2. The model had two side-mounted inlets, each
supplying air to two of the four turbojet engines. In the present tests,
however, the right inlet was faired over. All of the inlets tested were
separated from the fuselage by a boundary-layer diverter of sufficient
height to insure that none of the low-energy boundary-layer air entered
the inlet. At the nose of the diverter, a scoop was incorporated to
capture a mass of air approximately equal to 2 percent of the inlet mass
flow. All of the inlets were canted downward 2° with respect to the hori-
zontal reference plane of the fuselage. Photographs and schematic diagrams
of the model are shown in figures 1 through 8.
The internal ducting of the model is shown schematically in figure 3.
From the inlet entrance the air flowed in a single duct until it was -r
divided into two ducts at station 62.17. From'this point, the air flowed
past the simulated engine compressor station and out the exit in two
separate channels. A movable throttling plug at the exit controlled the
• ••• ee
mass flow through'each duct. At station 55-98 air could be removed from
the single duct to simulate the engine air bypass that would be required
to match the main air supply with that demanded by the engines. Besides
the diverter scoop and the main duct bypass systems, a system was provided
to remove boundary-layer air from the compression surfaces of each of the
inlets. All auxiliary ducts discharged in the same plane as the main
inlet ducts but no control over their mass flow was provided.
Inlet Details
Four separate inlets were investigated; a three-shock vertical-ramp
inlet (basic inlet) , a two- shock vertical- ramp inlet with a flow deflector
plate (hooded inlet), a three-shock horizontal- ramp inlet, and a circular
internal-compression inlet. Photographs of the four inlet models are
shown in figure k. Details of the four inlets are given in figures 5>
6, 7> an<i 8. Boundary- layer transition wires were attached to the model
(see figs. 1, 2, and k) to insure that the transition point of the bound-
ary layer would be fixed. The size of the wire, 0.02- inch diameter, was
determined from reference 8.
Three-shock vertical- ramp inlet (basic inlet) (figs. U(a) and 5) . -
The three-shock vertical- ramp inlet, referred to hereafter as the basic
inlet, had a short first ramp, fixed at an angle of 6° with respect to
the inlet center line, and a variable second ramp, which for this test
was set at an angle of 12° with respect to the first ramp. The short first
ramp was used to provide a hinge fairing rather than a two-shock compres-
sion ramp. The internal area distribution is shown in figure 9- Boundary-
layer air could be removed from the surface of the second ramp through
holes drilled perpendicular to the surface.
Two-shock vertical- ramp inlet (hooded inlet) (figs. 4(b) and 6).-
The two- shock vertical- ramp inlet, referred to as the hooded inlet,
differed from the basic inlet in that a flow-deflector plate was placed
in line with the top of the inlet to improve the performance at angle
of attack. As a result of adding the flow-deflector plate, the short
first compression ramp was replaced by a long splitter plate. This left
only one compression ramp which for this test was set at an angle of 18°
with respect to the inlet center line. The internal area distribution
of this inlet is shown in figure 9- The boundary- layer-removal system
was the same as for the basic inlet .
Three-shock horizontal- ramp inlet (figs. h(c) and 7) •- The three-
shock horizontal- ramp inlet, referred to as the horizontal- ramp inlet,
had a fixed first-ramp angle of 6°~ with "respect to the horizontal refer-
ence plane and a variable second- ramp angle. The second- ramp angle was
varied by inserting ramps of fixed angle (0°, 6°, 9°, and 12° with
respect to the first ramp) into the inlet. The inlet also incorporated
a removable side fairing on the inboard edge, as shown by the dotted line
at the front of the vertical section in figure 7. The internal area dis-
tributions of the inlet are shown in figure 10. .
The four boundary-layer-removal configurations investigated on this
inlet consisted of perforated surfaces and flush full-width slots in the
second-ramp surface (for details see fig. l(~b)). The air from the porous
section was exhausted overboard through a converging-diverging nozzle at
an average angle of 27-1/2° with respect to the inlet center line, while
the air from the slot was exhausted through the boundary-layer-removal
duct.
Circular internal-compression inlet (figs, ^ -(d) and 8).- The circular
internal-compression inlet, referred to as the internal-compression inlet,
had a centerbody which could be translated forward and rearward to vary
the internal area distribution as shown in figure 11. ¥ith the'centerbody
fully retracted the contraction ratio A^ ^^ /A^  was 0.65. Other design
and operation principles for this type of inlet are discussed in refer-
ences 6 and 7.
Boundary-layer air was removed from both the annulus and centerbody
surfaces. The air removed from the annulus surface was exhausted over-
board through a converging-diverging nozzle at an average angle of 27-1/2°
with respect to the inlet center line. The holes in the annulus employed
simple check valves to allow the air to flow in only one direction (see
fig. 8(a)). Figure 8(b) shows the three boundary-layer-removal config-
urations that were used on the centerbody. They were (l) seven rows of
holes drilled perpendicular to the centerbody center line, (2) a flush
slot, and (3) a forward facing scoop. In each configuration the air
traveled down the centerbody sting, through the cruciform supports and
out the boundary-layer-removal duct (see fig. 3)• The relative position
of the various boundary-layer-removal systems for various centerbody posi-
tions is shown on the area distribution curves in figure 11.
To improve the performance of the inlet at angle of attack, four
flow-diverter plates were tested as shown in figure 8(c). The plates
were located above and ahead of the inlet entrance and were designed so
that at ly^  = 2.0 and with the inlet at 0° angle of attack the Mach lines
emanating from the plate leading edge enveloped most of the inlet entrance.
(The focal point of the Mach.lines was assumed to lie-on a line through the
center of curvature of the plates.) The height of.the gap between the.
bottom surface of-the plate and the top of the inlet was made 0.25 inch
to prevent' the boundary layer of the plate from entering the inlet.
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Instrumentation
The model was sting mounted in the tunnel and .the normal and chordwise
forces acting on the forebody were measured with a strain-gage balance.
The shroud and throttling plug mechanism were mounted on the sting and
therefore did not affect the forces indicated by the balance. The shroud
was cantilevered forward over the afterbody to prevent air from impinging
on the model base and ducting except for the amount that could pass through
the small gap between the body and shroud at the shroud junction.
The following instrumentation was used to measure steady-state
pressures: a boundary-layer survey rake (located at station 30-57) was
mounted on the right side of the fuselage ahead of the closed dummy inlet;
static and total-pressure rakes (shown in fig. 12) were located at station
66.67 (simulated engine compressor station) and 86.97 in each of the two
main ducts; a -static orifice and a total pressure tube were located in
each of the auxiliary ducts at station 85.17 and in the case of the
horizontal-ramp inlet and internal-compression inlet, static-pressure
orifices and total-pressure rakes were placed in the boundary-layer-
removal exhaust nozzles. The base pressure on the forebody was measured
by static-pressure orifices located around the base area.
All pressure tubes were connected to mercury-fluid multimanometers
and the manometer readings were recorded photographically. In the case
of the main duct rakes located at stations 66.67 and 86.97 integrating
pressure cells were used in conjunction with automatic recording and
computing equipment to obtain average values of the static and total
pressures.
A bonded strain-gage pressure transducer for sensing dynamic pressure
fluctuations was placed in the model at station 65.17- This transducer
was mounted with its diaphragm flush with the wall of the duct and had a
resonant frequency of 5000 cycles per second. The output signal from the
transducer was recorded on magnetic tape.
Data Reduction
.The total pressure in each duct at the simulated compressor station
was based on an area-weighted average of the 30 total-pressure readings
at station 66.67. The average total-pressure recovery of the inlet was
computed as the arithmetic average of the pressure recoveries in the two
main ducts.
The mass-flow ratio of the main ducts was found from the continuity
equation using values of P/Pt and p, measured at the exit rake at
8 cow
station 86.97 and a calibration factor determined during the test. The
exit rake was used because it indicated near pipe flov velocity profiles
in the ducts for all test conditions. The calibration factor was found
by operating the internal-compression inlet supercritically. (For this
condition the inlet captures a stream tube equal in area to the inlet
entrance area, thus insuring .a mass-flow ratio of unity. The total-
pressure loss at the model nose was not accounted for however.) The
mass-flow ratios of the auxiliary ducts and exhaust nozzles were deter-
mined from measured values of p/p-^  and p^ and a calibration factor
obtained from static bench tests.
The internal momentum loss of the main duct flow was subtracted
from the net drag force to obtain the external drag of the model. The
losses of the boundary-layer-removal systems and gutter-bleed system were
charged against the inlet system by not correcting the force measurements
for their momentum losses.
The dynamic pressure fluctuations which were recorded on magnetic
tape during the test were analyzed on a spectrum analyzer. From this
analysis the root mean pressure fluctuations and predominant frequency
of the oscillations were obtained.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
All the data obtained in this investigation are presented in tabular
form in table I. Some of these data have been summarized in figures 13
to 22 for discussion purposes. The major portion of the discussion is
devoted to the performance of the four inlets at 1^ = 2.0 through the
angle-of-attack range of 0° to 1^ °. The performance of the horizontal-
ramp and internal-compression inlets at Mach numbers ranging from 0.88
to 2.2 at an angle of attack of 2° will also be discussed.
Performance at M = 2.0
Pressure recovery.- The pressure recovery of an inlet which is
mounted on the side of a fuselage is dependent upon the properties of
the flow field around the forebody. This forebody has two primary effects
upon the flow field at the inlet entrance. First, at supersonic speeds,
the available energy is decreased because of the presence of the shock
wave at the model nose.. Secondly, a boundary layer is built up along the
forebody which represents an additional loss in total pressure. ' To over- ••
come the second adverse effect, all of the inlets were separated from the
side of the fuselage by a boundary- layer diverter, as discussed previously.
It was confirmed from the boundary- layer profiles shown in figure 13 and
schlieren observations that the extreme low-energy portions of the boundary
^
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layer did not enter any of the inlets. The loss in total pressure due to
the forebody is also shown in figure 13 and is seen to be from 3 to 6 per-
cent outside of the boundary layer for the entire angle-of-attack range
investigated.
The best total-pressure recovery obtained by each of the four inlets
is summarized in figure Ik and is discussed in detail in the following
Paragraphs.
Basic inlet: The basic inlet obtained a maximum pressure recovery
of 82.8 percent at an airplane angle of attack of 2° which corresponds
to zero inlet angle of attack. This pressure recovery is low compared to
that of other three-shock vertical-ramp inlets (refs. 1, 2, and 3) and can
be attributed to the design shock structure. The relative locations of
the first and second ramps were such that the two oblique shocks generated
t>y these two ramps intersected only a short distance from the ramp surfaces.
This had the effect of giving the inlet operating characteristics that
would be more closely associated with a single-ramp Inlet having a deflec-
tion angle of 18° (6° first ranrp and 12° second ramp) .
The basic inlet is seen to be fairly insensitive to variations of
angle of attack to 6° in that the pressure recovery was within 1 percent
of the value at 2° angle of attack. However, above a = 6°, the pressure
recovery decreased sharply to a value of 67 percent at lk° angle of attack.
This variation of pressure recovery with angle of-attack is typical for
inlets of this type in this speed range (see refs. 1, 2, and 3).
Hooded inlet: The hooded inlet, because of similarities in shock
structure and internal contours, was expected to obtain a pressure recovery
hear that of the basic inlet but fell far short, obtaining a pressure
recovery of only 70.3 percent at an angle of attack of 2° (see fig. 1*0.
The poor pressure recovery of the hooded inlet is believed to be due to
interaction of the shock wave of the compression ramp and the boundary
layer of the splitter plate. Also, since no provision was made to prevent,
the boundary layer of the flow-deflector plate from entering the inlet,
the oblique and normal shocks of the compression process would probably
interact unfavorably with the boundary layer of the flow-deflector plate.
The characteristics at angle of attack of the hooded inlet were,
however, favorable. The pressure recovery increased from 70.3 percent
a,t a = 2° to 80.8 percent at a = 10°. These results indicate that
the horizontal-flow deflector plate is effective in Improving the per-
formance at angle of attack of an inlet of this type. The sharp decrease
in pressure recovery above an angle of attack of 10° is due to detachment
of the oblique shock wave from the compression ramp.
Horizontal-ramp .inlet: The horizontal-ramp inlet operating with
"bleed system No. 1 (shown in fig. 7(t>)) and the sharply swept side
CONFlh
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splitter plate,! obtained a maximum pressure recovery of. Qk.k percent '
at an angle of attack of 2° (see fig. 1^ )• This value was "believed to
_be considerably below the potential of the inlet since the pressure
recovery from the shock structure alone would be near 96 percent. There-
fore a secondary investigation was conducted to determine the effect of
variations in the bleed system upon the pressure recovery of the inlet.
The first step was to decrease the amount of air removed from the forward
part of the second ramp since it was speculated that removal of air at
this location could have the effect of decreasing the turning 'angle felt
by the air and thus decreasing the pressure recovery. The results of this
investigation are shown in figure 15- It is seen that decreasing the mass
flow through the forward opening from 1.1 percent of the inlet mass flow
(bleed system No. l) to O.k percent (bleed system No. 2) , to 0 (bleed
system No. 3) > by decreasing the number of holes as shown in figure 7(b) ,
increased the peak pressure recovery from SUA to 87 to 87.2 percent.
(The mass flow through the rear slot was held constant at 2.2 percent of
the inlet mass flow while this was being done.) The mass flow through
the rear slot was then increased to 3 percent (bleed system No. k) , by
widening the slot (see fig. 7(b) and ref. 9) with the forward bleed sealed,
with the result that the pressure recovery was decreased from 87.2 percent
to 8U.8 percent. From the data obtained, it appears that there is an opti-
mum bleed configuration. Bleed on the forward ramps has the effect of
decreasing the effective ramp angle while too much bleed in the throat
decreased the effective internal contraction.
For the operation of a horizontal-ramp inlet at positive angles of
attack, the second ramp deflection angle must be varied to obtain a shock
structure conducive to high pressure recovery. The pressure recovery
with bleed system No. 1 for various second-ramp deflection angles is
shown in figure l6 as a function of angle of attack. The operating enve-
lope for the angle-of-attack range would entail a schedule of the second-
ramp deflection angle that would yield maximum pressure recovery at any
given angle of attack. Such an operating envelope for this inlet is
shown in figure 1^ -. The highest pressure recovery of 87.9 percent was
obtained at an angle of attack of °^ where, as shown in reference 10,
the combination of ramp deflection angles is nearest the theoretical
optimum for a Mach number of 2.0. The variation in pressure recovery
throughout the entire angle^of-attack range is seen to be within ±5 per-
cent of the value at 2° angle of" attack, thus-making this inlet attractive
from the standpoint ofxhigh-pressure-recovery characteristics at angle of
attack.
Internal-compression inlet: The internal-compression inlet obtained
a maximum pressure recovery of 88.3 percent at 2° angle of attack (see
iTests were also conducted with a less swept side splitter plate
similar to that used with the hooded inlet. Data from these tests are
not presented because there was essentially no effect on side-plate sweep
on pressure recovery for the horizontal-ramp inlet.
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fig. Ik) with a bleed system consisting of a ram scoop on the centerbody
and 9 rows of holes on the annulus (see figs. 8(a) and (b)). The pressure
recovery obtained with various bleed systems on the centerbody with an
identical annulus bleed system is shown in figure 17- The lack of any
significant difference in the pressure recovery obtained by the various
bleed systems is believed to be due to the limited mass flow that could
be removed through the centerbody support sting.
The pressure recovery of the internal-compression inlet was found
to be very sensitive to changes in angle of attack as shown in figure 18.
However, figure 18 also shows that the addition of a flow-deflector plate
above and forward of the inlet entrance is an effective method of improv-
ing the pressure recovery at angle of attack of this type of inlet (see
also ref. 7) • The best pressure recovery was obtained with the sharply
downward curved flow-deflector plate (fig. 8(c), plate No. l), and these
data were used in the inlet comparison shown in figure 1^. The pressure
recovery with this plate varied only -5 percent from the a = 2° value
for the entire angle-of-attack range. Since all of the configurations
should obtain the same pressure recovery, at 2° angle of attack, the scatter
shown is to a certain extent an indication of the repeatability of data
for this inlet.
From the previous discussion, it can be seen that the internal-
compression inlet with a flow-deflector plate and the horizontal-ramp
inlet had good pressure-recovery characteristics throughout the entire
angle-of-attack range. The flow-deflector plates on the internal-
compression inlet and on the vertical-ramp inlet were found to be effec-
tive in improving the performance of inlets which were otherwise sensitive
to angle of attack.
Total-pressure distortion.- The total-pressure, distortion parameter,
(Ap.(-/ptav) s^hown in fig. 19) , at the body station corresponding to the
entrance to the jet engine:compressor was less than 0.13.for all inlets
for the pressure recoveries shown in figure 1^ -. The variation of distor-
tion with angle of attack is seen to be erratic for all of the inlets with
little evidence of any general trends. The difference in distortion
between the two ducts is seen to be small.
'- Total drag.- The total drag coefficients of. the four inlet-body
combinations for the pressure recoveries shown in figure Ik are given in
figure 20 as functions of angle of attack. Comparisons of the drag of
the various inlets can best be.seen in figure 21 where the difference in
drag coefficient of. each inlet-from that .of the, basic inlet is given as
a function of -angle of attack. It should be mentioned that, the drag of
the basic inlet"is high because of a large spillage drag. This occurred
because the inlet1 operated at critical mass-flow ratios .-less than 0.80
as a result of'its having internal contraction ,in'excess of the maximum
allowable f o r starting. ' ' • ' . . . . . . . • • • • .
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The hooded inlet had a lower drag coefficient than the basic inlet
for angles of attack up to 7° t>ut became greater at angles of attack-
above 7°. The difference in drag between this inlet and the basic inlet
is due to differences in wave and spillage drag. . :
The drag coefficient of the horizontal-ramp inlet was comparable to
that of the basic inlet at angles of attack of 0° and 2°, but less than
that of the basic inlet at angles of attack above 2°. ' This inlet had
-higher wave drag than the basic inlet, thus indicating that the decrease
in drag with angle of attack was due to the reduction of the spillage drag.
Of the inlets considered in figure 20 the drag coefficient of the
internal-compression inlet with flow deflector is seen to be the lowest
throughout the angle-of-attack range. The drag of this inlet without the
flow-deflector plate up to angles of attack of approximately 8° is purely
due to friction and wave drag since the inlet was operating at mass-flow
ratio of unity. The increment of wave drag due to the addition of the'
flow-deflector plate was from 5 "to 10 percent over that of the inlet alone
(see tabulated data).
Inlet instability.- A comprehensive and systematic investigation of
inlet instability was believed to be beyond the scope of this investiga-
tion, although data were taken at typical points where instability occur-
red. These operating conditions usually occurred when the external-
compression inlets were operating-at low mass-flow ratios (m/moo « 0.5)
or when the internal-compression inlet had regurgitated the terminal shock
and the centerbody was being translated forward to start the inlet. Typi-
cal values of the root mean square of the static-pressure fluctuations
associated with instability were O.Okk p. for the basic inlet,
uoo
0.128 p+ for the hooded and horizontal-ramp inlets, and 0.115 p+
"oo oo
for the internal-compression inlet. The peak pressure fluctuations
occurred at a predominant frequency between Uo and ^3 cycles .per second
for the external-compression inlets and near 32 cps for the internal-
compression inlet. These data'were taken at a = 2°, and were measured
at station 65.17-
Off-Design Characteristics
Only the horizontal ramp and the internal-compression inlets were
tested at Mach number other than 2.0 (0.88 < 1^, < 2.2). The pressure
recoveries obtained with these inlets are shown in figure 22 for an angle
of attack of 2°.
The horizontal-ramp inlet yields suitable performance at Mach numbers
of 2.0, 1.6'0, and 0.88 by decreasing the second-ramp angle from 12° to 6°
to 0°, respectively. The pressure recovery decreased at a Mach number
•••
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of 2.2 since the maximum second ramp deflection angle was 12° which is
too low for this Mach number.
The pressure recovery of the internal-compression inlet with flow
deflector plate No. k was satisfactory at Mach numbers of 2.0, 1.85,
and 0.88. For suitable performance at Mach numbers below 2.0, the center-
body of the internal-compression inlet must be translated forward to
obtain contraction ratios which are compatible with the lower Mach numbers.
The pressure recovery decreased at Mach numbers above 2.0 since the inlet
reached its maximum contraction ratio near M^ = 2.05, thus no further
internal contour changes could be made.
SUMMARY OF RESULTS
A
2
0 The performance of three external-compression and one internal-
^ compression inlets was investigated at a Mach number of 2.0 and angles
of attack to IV3. The performance of the internal-compression and of
one of the external-compression inlets (three-shock horizontal-ramp inlet)
was investigated at Mach numbers from 0.88 .to 2.2 at an angle of attack of
2°. Each inlet was mounted individually on the side of a common fuselage.
The results of the investigation were as follows:
1. Of all the inlets tested at a Mach number of 2, the internal-
compression inlet obtained the highest pressure recovery at an angle of
attack of 2°. This inlet with a flow-deflector plate also obtained the
highest pressure recovery of all the inlets throughout the entire angle-
of-attack range. Of the external-compression inlets tested, the
horizontal-ramp inlet had the highest pressure recovery.
2. For all the inlets tested, the total-pressure distortion at the
compressor rake station was less than 12 percent throughout the entire
angle-of-attack range at a Mach number of 2.0. The difference in distor-
tion between the two engine ducts which we're supplied by one inlet was
generally low.
3. The drag of the internal-compression inlet with flow-deflector
plate was the lowest of all the inlets tested at a Mach number of 2.0.
The drag of the horizontal-ramp inlet was less than that of the two
vertical-ramp inlets at angles of attack greater than 3°-'
k. The pressure recovery of both the internal-compression and
horizontal-ramp inlets, which were M = 2.0 designs, remained high at
Mach numbers less than 2.0, but decreased sharply at Mach numbers greater
than 2.0.
Ames Research Center
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Moffett Field, Calif., Aug. 11, 1959
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TA.B3LE I.- PERFORMANCE OF BTLET CONFIGURATIONS
(a) Three-shock vertical ramp inlet (basic inlet)
x.
2.029
2.01B
2.02S
2.0214
2.020
&'e
0
2.02
6.01
10. (X
13.9!
(— ^L
5.1i3li5
.4298
.3881
.3588
.3284
.3125
.11563
.4398
.11285
.4067
.3812
.3578
.2910
.2521
.2026
.11366
.1*311
.4457
.11126
.3923
.3585
.3275
.2186
.11101
.4079
.3«5
.3295
.2948
.2531
.36117
.3495
.3311
.27911
.2509
.2110
.1792
,1681
(=i)
WR
0.4201
.4l£l
-37711
.3532
.333*
.3107
.4284
.11260
.42211
.4058
.3858
.3627
.2985
.2676
.2lB9
.4319
.4lBl
.4136
.3990
.3735
.353*
.3301
.2856
.3587
.3752
.3*95
.3356
.3000
.26*9
.3433
.3216
.3126
.2887
.2611
.2248
.1961
.1B17
r*A\?i~/L
0.8195
.8291
.8224
.8178
.7921
.7972
.8005
.8207
.8329
.83ll2
.8891
.8207
.8086
.8009
.6161
.7875
.8308
.S321
.8426
.8413
.8346
.1936
.7333
.7694
.7589
.7336
.7202
.7135
.6835
.7017
.69116
.6717
.6546
.6461
.6347
.6397
ftA
^C"R
0.7691
.7975
.8053
.8004
.7975
.7806
.75*3
.7510
.8020
.8156
.8201
.8185
.8168
.8066
.7975
.7991
.7382
.7757
.7917
.8037
.8107
,8107
.7606
.6406
.6907
.706?
.7101
.7118
.7019
.6149
.6294
.6439
.6561
.6541
.6475
.6347
.6462
£HA
\ftJ/L
0.10071
.0927
.0518
.0316
.0244
.0328
.1423
.1077
.0726
.0587
.0373
.0243
.0216
.0218
.1108
.1986
.1413
.0798
.0486
.0350
.0293
.(Mo
.1403
.1045
.0758
.0681
.0514
.0427
.1170
• W5
.1065
.0901
.0862
.0696
.0528
.0406
/*PtA
vWs
0.1436
.0927
.0626
.0400
.0276
.0288
.1332
.0990
.0682
.0488
.0239
.0192
.0188
.1007
.1476
.1108
.0845
.0625
.0368
.0308
.03115
.1037
.0846
.0«36
.0324
.0351
.0320
.0878
.0770
.0675
.05*1
. 05.12
.0332
.0252
.0201
CB
0.1381
.1378
.1427
.1522
.1609
.1638
.1341
.1357
.1406
.11*42
.1513
.1603
.1782
.1903
.2048
.1398
.1904
.1917
.1969
.2042
.2126
.2213
.2327
.3128
.3130
.3162
.3219
.3312
.3464
.4738
.4784
.Woo
.4924
.5050
.5130
.5211
.5218
**
°\»
0.011
.010
.010
.010
.010
.010
.011
.010
.009
.009
.009
.009
.010
.010
.010
.010
.on
.011
.012
.011
.011
.011
.011
.011
-.013
.011
.011
.011
.011
.004
.005
.004
.004
.004
.004
.004
.004
ilsai
0.019
.019
.023
.028
.030
.031
.017
.017
.021
.024
.025
.029
.034
.038
.038
.022
.017
.017
.022
.025
.028
.030
.031
.019
.020
.021
.024
.026
.028
.019
.021
.023
.024
.026
.027
.028
.023
C1l
0.0018
.0018
.0018
.0018
.0018
.0017
.0017
.0016
.0018
.0018
.COlfl
.0018
.0018
.0018
.0018
.0018
.0019
.0019
.0019
.0019
.0019
.0019
.0019
.0019
.0019
.0019
.0019
.0019
.0019
.0013
.0014
.0013
.0013
.0013
.0013
.0013
.0013
%
0.0036
.0036
.0039
.0040
.0041
.0041
.0032
.0035
.0038
.0039
.0040
.0041
.0041
-O041
.0040
.0038
.0035
.0036
-C039
.0041
.0041
.0042
.0042
.0037
.0038
.0039
.0040
.0041
.0042
.0037
.0039
.O04o
.O04o
.0041
.0041
.0042
.0042
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TABLE I.- PERFORMANCE .OF INLET CONFIGUEATIOWS .- Continued
(b) Two-shock vertical ramp .inlet (hooded inlet)
,
2.024
2.026
2.023
2.023
2.028
4
o'
2.00
6.00
10. OC
14.00
<&
0.3573
!384l
.3246
.3016
.2467
.2191
.4i4l
.3931
.3696
.3016
.2479
.2271
.1972
.4142
.3938
.3418
.2596
.2417
.1885
.4049
.4094
.3923
.3413
.3056
.2613
.2057
.1999
.3938
.3913
.3805
.3293
.2882
.2285
.1765
.1540
®L
0.3866
.3624
.3642
.3293
.3136
.2603
.2411
.3781
.3759
.3501
.3130
.2735
.2572
.1933
.3959
.3880
.3553
.3023
.2706
.2230
.4949
.3983
.3981
.3691
.3223
.2943
.2483
.2008
.3959
..4000
.3828
.3493
.3050
.2788
.2662
.1827
<&
0.6030
.6704
.6838
.6670
.6369
.6218
.6053
.6942
.7193
.7261
.6741
.6456
.6338
.6322
.7713
.7881
.7902
.7247
.7076
.6895
.7344
.7868
.8208
.8342
.8250
.8053
.7767
.7600
.7029
.7533
.7868
.7717
.7684
.7533
.7441
.7516
®L
0.6282
.6154
.6515
.6368
.6187
;6o89
.5977
.6305
.6699
.6798
.6453
.6256
.6174
.6157
.6995
.7290
.7409
.6998
.6863
.6752
^6781
.7343
.7593
.7823
.7832
.7803
.7590
.7458
.6670
. .7162
.7442
.7376
.7401
.7409
(BL
0.1015
.1105
.0834
.0784
.0742
.0696
.0560
.1291
.0990
.0775
.0702
.0610
.0534
.0441
.1310
.0923
..0586
.0578
.0549
.0448
.1424
'.1140
..0881 '
.0508
.0453
.0439
•0353
.0341
..1113
.1025
.0830
.0710
.0441
.0357
.0221
.0199
ca0.1267
.0874
.0703
.061B
.0483
.0401
.0358
.0885
.0825
.0754
.0540
.0510
.0427
.0388
.1033
.0854
.0699
.0498
•0377
.0244
.1123
.0950
:.088o
.0688
.0483
.0319
.0250
!.ol87
.0978
.0793
.0730
.0527
.0413
.0228
.0175
.0101
*
0.1440
.1354
.1345
.1469
.1500
.Ifikl
.1714
.1380
.1405
.1476
.1611
.1775
!l998
.1902
.1948
.2105
.2299
.2521
.2608
.3069
.3097
.3127
.3244
.3339
.3494
.3682
.3833
.4862
.4894
.4892
.5015
.5038
.5277
.5382
.5591
52
°to
._
—
—
—
0.013
-.013
.013
.013
.013
.013
.012
.012
.012
.012
.012
.012
.012
.012
.009
.008
.008
.006
.008
.006
.007
.006
SOS
On
—0.015
.016
.017
.019
.019
.019
.017
.017
.018
.022
.022
.023
.023
.023
.023
.025
.026
.026
.027
.023
.024
.026
.028
.030
.031
.032
.032
.023
.023
.025
.026
.026
.029
.032
.037
^
___
D.C019
.0019
.0019
.0019
.0019
.0018
.OO19
.0019
.0019
.0019
.0019
.0019
.0018
.0019
.0017
.0017
.OO17
.0017
.0018
.0015
.0016
.0015
^
. __
0.0033
.0034
.0035
.0038
.0038
.0037
.0035
.0035
.0036
.0039
.0039
.0040
.0039
.0039
.0039
.0040
.0041
.0042
.0042
.0040
.0040
.0041
.0042
.OO42
.0042
.0042
.0042
.0040
.0040
.0040
.0041
.0041
.0042
.0042
.0042
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TABLE I.--PERFORMAJNGE OF.. INLET ^ CQWFIGUEA.TIONS .-Continued
(c) Three-shock horizontal ramp inlet
"-:
2. )27
1 '
2.020
2.021
i
2.014
2.019
2.023
i
2.020
-
2.009
2.017
1
2.017
2.012
(
J
2.017
a,
deg
2
"
\
1
2
.
.
•
05
95
00
2.05
05
2.05
\
4
\
5
9
1
00
95
10
14.05
0
(
J
2.00
6,
deg
12
I '
I
12
12
1 .
1
12
.
12
12
^
12
t
:
»
12
.
12
J
12
9) •
9'
Raxp
bleed
2
1
. .
<!•
-3
4 •
•
Ho bleed
I
'
•t
• 1
•
1
'
^
1
, ^
1
,
1
|
'J ;
'• !
1
. 1
'» :
l
-
1
41
i ; >
J' ,; •
•(&
0.4999
.4832
.4794
.4486
-3135
.2845
•5279
.5817
.5225
.4852
.4750
'.4523
.4735
.3074
• 3679
.4805
.4642
.4559
.4514
.3980
' .3277
. .5121
.4668
.4503
.4385
.3638
• 3158
.4659
.4617
.4401
.4007
.3223
.2900
.4795
.4787
.4456
• 3277
.2470
.4609
.4477
.3833
.4587
.3570
•2393
• 5045
.4839
.4934
.4474
.3738
.3201
.2606
.4276
.4258
• 3512
.2176
.1794
• 4331
.4535
.4283
.3858
-3361
.2829
.4717
.4600
.4242
.3555
• 3005
• 2733
• 4859
• .4788
.4400
.4021
•3515
.2996
'(&
0.4325
.4502
.4669
.4456
.3449
.2913
.4491
.3846
.4743
• 4736
.4638
.4496
.4388
•5416
.4438
.4240
.4319
•4329
.4108
.3832
.3225
.4257
.4323
..4276
.3801
.3485
.3011
.3934
.4044
.4048
.3902
.3291
•2925
.4634
.4458
.3711
.3042
.2799
.4393
.4182
• 3870
.4173
.3290
.2901
.4406
.4589
.4581
.4150
.3577
.2950
.2764
- .4128
.4012
.3339
.2312
.1468
.3447
.3860
.4123
-3883
.3571
.2896
.3940
• 3972
.3843
• 3731
• 3309
•2893
.4149
.4450
.4240
.4042
.3514
• 2917
$&
0.7769
• -8133
.8924
.8727
.7903
.7823
.7822
.7826
.8720
.8972
.8938
.8892
.8775
.8506
.7964
.7682
.8052
.8674
.8674
.8573
.7884
.7600
.8367
.8350
.7835
.7587
-7499
.7376
.7766
.8174
.7892
.7404
.7279
.8150
.8718
.8518
.8117
.7774
.8489
.9040
.8923
.8660
.8409
.7896
.8329
.8800
.8670
.8497
.8401
.8165
.8158
.8677
.8589
.8213
.8091
.6852
.7377
.7508
.7492
.7538
.7572
.7508
.7923
.7810
.7361
.7261
.7210
.7982
.8418
..8271
• .8103
.7814
.7663
G&0.6574
.7554
.8476
.8366
.7771
.7775
.6601
.7054
.8210
.8473
.8489
•8477
•8395
.8181
.7815
.7078
•7720
.8280
.8280
18214
• 7720
.6308
•7766
•7816
•7458
•7347
• .7310
.6548
•7193
.7691
•7596
.7250
.7160
•7637
.8161
.7899
.7629
.8116
.8541
.8410
.8541
.8218
• .8103
-7072
•7991
.8061
•7991
.8144
•7S79
.7678
.8005
.8001
.7960
•7923
.6578
.7175
.7698
•7797
•7744
• 7480
.6482
•7053
• 7533
• 7257
•7093
• 7077
.7044
.7619
•7967
•7934
.7586
.7520
(£&
0.2561
.1620
.0891
.0741
.0692
.0445
.2213
•:38
.1001
.0921
.0848
.0825
.0646
.0658
.1754
.1147
.0864
.0921
.0641
.0538
.2492
.1131
.0805
.0700
• 0657
.0465
.2199
.09640
.09169
.06333
.06410
.05624
•09738
.09215
.06406
.05318
.05108
•09938
.07135
.07063
.07135
.05734
.04132
.1773
.09298
.08518
.1067
.06176
.02381
.02449
.08521
.1087
.07914
.02299
.02147
.09489
.08136
.05992
.04539
.04642
.03300
.2109
.1445
.05698
.05480
.05761
.05180
.1878
.1343
.06867
.04858
.04908
.04743
(£&
0.1626
.1744
,-0938
•0773-
.0704
.0448
.1596
.1521
.1581
•0913'
.0764
.0677
.0595
.0488
.0447-
.1234
.1132
.0875
.0784
.0608
.0388
.1580
.0706
.0574
.0434
.0407
.0341
.14710
.09715
.07013
.05132
.04342
.03835
.1013
-.07898
.04991
• .04523
.04688
.1009
.09762
.08200
.06275
.05438
.04286
.1414
.1169
.1292
.1117
.06566
.03069
.02506
.1229
.1427
.1042
.03519
.02569
•07599
.05579
.04545
.04169
.04194
.03674
.1398
.1022
.04765
.04598
.04565
.04152
.1280
.1052
.05191
.04208
.04333
.03709
"CD"..
0.1435
• .1424
.1441
.1473
.1609
.1917
.2458
.1535
.1783
.1920
.1671
.1707
.1840
.1698
•1939
.2128
•1973
.2003
.1973
.2043
.2187
.2317
.2527
.2889
.3106
• 3343
•3336
.3560
.5145
.5131*
.4998
.5069
.5149
• 5308
.1422
.1427
.1457
.1536
.1640
.1735
.1502
.1453
.1548
.1647
.1832
;{£.
:
0.003
-.004
.003
.005
.005
0
01
*
0
.007
.007
.009
.010
.on
.012
.009
.on
.013
.013
.on
.010
.012
-on
.017
.016
.011
.011
.010
.013
.019
.019
.018
.013
.015
.017
.020
.020
.011
.011
.010
.013
.019
.020
.006
.006
.010
.011
.011
.012
.010
.008
.010
•.on
.012
.013
Si
0.028
.021
.022
.026
.029
.028
.022
.022
.022
.026
.029
.029
.031
.030
.030
.027
.027
.030
.040
.051
.047
0
-
.017
.017
.021
.025
.023
.024
.021
.032
.031
.028
.025
.034
.036
.035
.037
.035
.032
•033
.034
.038
.039
.038
.036
.034
.036
.038
.039
.039
.031
.027
.035
.035
.035
.036
.013
.013
.027
.026
.023
.024
.020
.015
.031
.032
.027
.028
z a
0.019 o
.oi7 1
.017
•017 .
.018
.016 |
.017 0
4- *
.016 0
.016 I
.017
.018
.018 '
.017 ^
.016 0
.016 I
.017
.017
.017 I'
.016 *
.016 0
.017 1
.016
.017
.016
.015 »
.016 0
.016 1
.017
.017
.016 [
.017 0
.017 1
.017
.017
.018
.017 »
.018 0
V
.019 • 0
.019 1
.019
.018
.018 1
.015 0
1 1• •t
.017 0
•017 I
.017
.017
.016
.015 +
.017 0
.017 I
.017
..017. •..
.017
.015 »
S "**
0. -
1 . 0.01
.0
: .'.a
. •<*
._
X>5
»5
»5
307
:J .0006
0 0
0 -0
1
•1 '
•
•
•
0 0
1 - - ,
0 .0007
1 .0C.CX.oc.oc»7X37)12114.0015
0 .0008
i -.0016.0019.0017
0 .0015
1 .0C.oc. .oc• .oc 16201618.0018
0 .0018
•oc
-.oc
.oc
.oc
.oc
)20
22
21
14
U.4
.0015
0 .0020
1 .0C 18.0020.0013.oon
o .0019
I .oc.oc.oc.oc119)18>1614..0011
o .0003( .oc.oc.oc
.oc
105
108io
12
.0014
0 .00121 - .oc
, .oc
. ."OC
.oc
108
H.4
104
)12
» .0017
<*.
0.0030
•0037
.0038
:oo4o
.0040
.0042
.0036
•0037
•0037
.0040
.0041
.0041
.0041
.0041
.0041
.0040
.0040
.0041
.0041
.0039
.0039
0
.0017
.0017
.0021
.0025
.0023
.0024
.0036
.0042
.0041
.0041
.0040
.0041
.0041
.0041
.0041
.0041
.0042
.0042
.0042
.0041
.0041
.0041
.0041
.0034
.0036
.0038
.0039
.0039
.0041
.0044
.0041
.0041
.0041
.0041
.0089
.0029
.0041
.0040
•0039
.0040
•0037
.0033
.0042
.0042
-OO4l
.0041
-*,-
O.OC
.OC
.oc
.oc
.oc
16119
19
19
19
.0019
• .0019
.0019
.0020
.0019
.0019
_
.0019
.0019
.0019
.0019
.00
.00
.00
.oc
19
19
eo
19
.0020
.0019
.0019
•<
0
0
0;
0
•
.
01
-!•
0
01
i,
0
01J
0
01
^
0
*
0
0
0
1
•
i
0
0
0
0
0
0I
0
0
0
..
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TABLE I.- PERFORMANCE OF INLET CONFIGURATIONS - Continued
:
"(c) -"THree-shock horizontal--ramp ihlet —"Continued "••''
,*•"
2.017
2.014
2.016
1
2.019
1 -.
2.018
2.018
2.018
1 .'
2.015
2.012
2.015
'
2.014
,
a,
-d*8
I. .05
6.00
10.05
• 1
14.05
0
1.95
4.05
6-.05
10.05
14.00
'
0 •
&,
d=e
9
*'
9
9
9
.
6
6
6
6
6
6
0
'
Ranj)
bleed
confifi.
• i
 t
i
\
i
i :
i
,
•
i
i
i
-
.
i
.1 •
i
i
.
:
(V)
vwi..
0.5045
.4998
.4656
.4328
.3784
-.3487
.2749
.5129
. .5093
• .4813
.4266
• 3455
• 3418
.2385
.2022
•4979
.4806
.4664
.4093
.2167
• .4299
.' -4332
.4075
. .3688
.3152
.1919
.4744
.4657
.4210
.3725
.3666
.3195
.2654
.4962
.4904
. .4604
.4341
- .4066
.3473
.2965
.5066
.5184
.4802
.4287
.4035
..3287
- .5289
. .5355
..4899
.4424
.4253
• -6299
'•5293
.4886
.4409
•3933
• 3071
.2330
.2248
!4603
.4583
.4170
• 3813
• 3357
.2960
. .2590
.1832
.4626
.4687
.4876
. .4260
. .4025
• 3755
• 2793
W
-Wa
0.4713
• .4707
.5049
.4307
.4108
.3785
.3085
.4383
.4510
.4764
• 4334
• 3718
• 3270
.2819
.2414
.4658
.4755
.4555
.4056
• 3567
.4303
.4312
.4195
.3948
.3411
.1945
.4058
•4253
.4106
•3843
• 3722
.3335
.2892
.4479
.4495
•4570
.4402
.4151
.3685
• 3029
• 4732
• 4791
.4721
.4267
:.40l6
•3259
.4889
•4970
.4726
.4385
.4255
.3696
.7237
• 4899
.4726
.4287
.3841
.3283
.2635
.2283
.4472
.4479
.4260
.4060
.3574
.3018
.2618
.2028
•4193
.4268
.4205
.4346
.4040
.3845
..4489
ca
0.8149
•8703
.8791
.861*
.8*89
•8237
.8116
.8355
.8808.
•8925
.8711
.8506
-8539
.8308
.8287
.7926
.8279
.851.3
.8430
.7956
.7117
.71460
.7762
.7658
.7628
.7695
.7571
.7671
.7638
.71121
..7238
.7121
•705k
•7909
.8142
.8138
.8071
•7909
• .7608
.7525
.8138
.8409
.8526
.8355
.8209
.7959
.82*2
.851.3
.8810
.8655
.8522
.8309
.8226
.8126
.8638
.8522
.81*3
.8209
.7975
.8055
.7575
.7871
.7821
.7738
.7705
.7675
.7721
.7671
•7396
-7209
.7465
.7229
.7199
.7132
.6859
&)WR
0.71.22
•7963
.8362
.8251
. .8211.
.7984
.7914
.75*0
.8263
.8427
.8185
.8082
.8132
.8103
.8115
' .7153
.7745
.7922
.6656
.7272
.7831
.7877
.7897
.7552
.6483
.7055
.7414
•7332
.7120
.6940
.6891
.6927
.7822
.7838
•7793
.7417
•7352
•7348
•7744
.8169
.8165
•7989
•7744
•7352
•7891
•8349
.8263
.8lBl
.8006
•7989
.7385
.8034
•7969
.8055
•7957
.7859
.7887
.7058
.7789
.7904
.7953
•7953
• 7842
•7593
•7593
.6766
.6185
.6386
.7244
•7297
. .71«
.6865
(^tA
V?WL
0.1632
M424
.08503
.05882
-.04636
'.04900
.04356
.1831
.1176
.08934
.09788
.05800
.03792
.02461
.02405
.1970
.1060
.1091
.07811
.01692
.1*50
.08294
.08355
.05342
.04120
.01946
.1996
.1298
.06615
.06008
.06092
'. 06189
.05126
.1748
.1217
.07547
.05583
.04762
.05016
.04348
.1491
.1249
.078488
.04946
.04468
.O4421
.1864
.1334
.08943
.07441
•06337
.05307
.04277
.1720
.1078
.0860
.0526
.0260
.0130
.0123
.1210
.0944
.0665
.0416
.0392
•0374
.0321
.0194
.1319
.2484
.1843
.0796
.0716.
.0632
.0372.
C**^\vi*.Js-
0.1342
.1409
.07270
.04834
.04976
.04370
.03839
.1454
.1309
.1212
.08648
.05919
.04718
.03323
.02824
.1325
.1468
.1554
.1133
.02422
.1198
.0610
.06947
.06333
.03666
.01454
.1215
.1060
.05344
.05000
.05216
.05139
•04313
.1123
.1020
.06016
.04298
.03751
.04409
.04110
.1247
.1094
.05400
.04430
.04466
•03839
.1388
.1036
.09436
.08393
.07082
.05569
.04466
.1322
.1626
.1374
.0800
.0492
.0208
.0195
.1011
.0744
•0677
.0616
.0430
.0386
.0326
.0104
.1036
.1861
.1215
.0553
.0487
•0503
.0350
CD
0.1637
.1623
.1587
.17231
 .1784
.1885
.2113
.2121
.1981
.2069
.2226
.2274
.2578
.2759
.3136
.3138
.3217
• 3545
.4937
.4875
.4959
• 5023
•5383
.5588
.1414
•1383
.1362
.1522
.1485
.1597
.1718
.1458
.1417
.1447
• 1477
.1514
.1654
.1810
.1652
.1606
.1626
.1712
.1765
.•1997
.1964
.1909
•1951
.2023
.2056
.2238
—
.2784
.2943
• 3027
.3130
.328*
•3507
.3656
.4638
.4633
.4689
.4745
.4772
.4876
.5013
.5180
.1405
.1407
• 1374
.1449
.1483
.1407
°a
On
0.010
.009
.009
.011
.012
.012
.013
.010
.009
.010
.012
.014
.017
.016
.016
.016
.012
.013
.015
.018
.012
.012
.013
.015
.017
.020
.005
.006
.007
.009
.010
.010
.011
.006
.007
.009
.009
.011
.011
.012
.009
.008
.008
.011
.011
.013
.009
.009
.010
.012
.012
.013
,.014
.010
.013
.016
.017
.019
.020
.020
.012
.013
.015
.016
.018
.018
.020
.021
.003
.004
.003
.006
.009
. .010
'.<J12
»»
5i.
0.021
.019
.033
. .036
.036
. .032
.031
.026
.025
.036
.040
.040
.043
.041
.038
.038
.035
•039
.034
.043
.032
.032
.036
.038
•039
.038
.009
.015
.024
.025
.022
.022
.023
.015
.016
.027
.029
.030
.027
.025
.020;oi9
.030
.031
.030
.028
.025
.021.
.034
.036
.034
• 033
.034
.036
.038
.039
.039
.040
.040
• 039
•035
.036
.036
.036
.036
.036
-035
.035
.012
.010
.010
.018
.022
.021
.021
Hz
0.017
.017
.017
.018
.018
.017
.017
.018
.018
.018
.018
.019
.018
.018
.018
.018
.019
.020
.018
.017
.014
.014
.013
.013
.013
.015
.017
.017
.018
.017
.016
.016
.015
.016
.016
.017
.017
.018
.017
.015
.017
.017
.017
.018
.017
.017
.018
.018
.OlB
.019
.018
.018
.018
.019
.019
.018
.012
.015
.017
.017
.014
.011
.on
.012
.013
.014
.015
.015
.014
.017
.017
.016
.017
.016
..014
£
0
1
I
0
0i
0
0
0
0
0
1
IV
0
0
0
a
0
1
.
1V
0
0I
0
1
i
0
0
0
-o
0
V
0
01
.4
Cda
0.0013
-.0013
.0015
- .0019
.0019
.0017
•.0016
.0014
.0017
.0018
.0018
.0015
.0012
.0011
.0012
..0012
.0019
,.00i7
.0014
.0009
.0017
.0018
.0017
.0014
.0010
..0006
.0004
.0005
.0006
.0006
.0009
.0010
.0013
.0010
.0008
.0010
.0011
.0014
.0015
.0015
.ooil
.ooii
.0006
.0018
.0018
.0016
.0015
.0015
.0019
.0018
.0017
.0015
.0014
.0019
.0016
.0011
.0008
.0006
.0004
. .0003
.0015
.0016
.0013
.0010
.0007
.0005
.0004
.0002
.0005
.0004
.0003
.0009
.0010
.0011
.0014
.°*t
0.0037
.0036
.0041
.0041
.0041
.0041
.0041
.0040
.0040
.0041
.0041
.0040
.0040
.0040
.0041
.0041
.0041
.0041
.0038
.0041
.0041
.0042
.0042
.0042
.0042
.0042
:
.0022
.0030
.0038
.0039
.0037
.0037
.0039
.0032
.0032
.0040.
.0040
.0041
.0040
.0040
.0035
.0036
.0041
.0041
:oo4i
.0041
•0039
•0039
.0041
.0041
.0041
.0041
.0041
.0041
.
'
.0041
.0042
.0042
.0042
.0042
.001.2
.0042
,0042
.OO27
.0023
.0024
.0036
.0038
.0038
.0037.
"Sr
0.0020
.O020
.0021
.0020
'.0020
.0020
.0021
.0020
.0(
.01
.01
.0(
321
320
320.
321
.0021
.0020
.0021.
.01
.»
.0
.a:
 .a
319
320
320
320
320
.0019
.0020
.0021
.a
.a
.<x
.a
.ex
320
320
320
320
320
.0020
.0021
.a
.a
.0(
.a
.01
319
320
316
320
320
.0021
.0022
.0(
.a
.ot
.ot
.ex
..ot
317
319
320
320
321
321
.0021
.0021
.Ot
.ot
.a
.oc
.(X
320
)20
320
320
20
.0020
"*•
0
0
01
0
0
0
0
1
iV
0
0
01
.
J,
%>
.0
0
01
0
1
•!•
0
i
0
0
•
0
0
p
0
*
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TABLE I.- PERFORMANCE OF DUET CONFIGURATIONS - Continued
.(c) Three-shock horizontal ramp inlet - Continued
«.
2.019
2.013
2.013
2.012
2.018
2.018
2 Ol8
1
•
iV
2.017
2.016
2.013
2.018
.881.
*
a,
des
2. 00
ll.OO
.6.05
.
9-95
14.05
.05
I
1
2.00
1
1*
4.05
6.05
10.05
14.00
.10
&»
<UB
0
0
01
1
0
0
12
j.2
1
iv
12
12
12
12
1
1
*
0
Ra=p
tleed
confi«
1
1
*
1
1
*
1
' 1
1
1
1
I
.
1*
1
1
*
1
1
1
©t
0.50711
.4884
.4751
.4432
.4135
• 3766
• 3173
.2862
.5206
. .5118
.4855
.4469
.4196
.3431
.29112
.5269
.5240
.11913
. .4610
.1*209
•3671
.2676
• 5579
.5569
.5267
.4900
.11526
.4013
, .3396
, .2689
• 2519
.5225
.5237
.4661
.4008
• 3362
.2705
.2461
. .4198
.4235
.4102
.3848
.3771
.4149
.4408
.4290
.3804
• 3>I97
• 3045
• 2597
.4520
.4398
.4749
.4506
.4145
• 3312
• 2759
.2297
.4553
.4584
.4247
• 3992
.3511
.2950
.2549
.1738
.4402
.4192
.4058
.3843
.3198
.2496
.1960
.1625
.1792
.3895
.3812
.3813
.2815
.2170
• 3770
.4058
.4073
.4838
• 3695
• 3483
.3206
.3137
.2560
.2264
.1824
(a)
WR
0.4872
.4831
.4506
.4313
.4155
• 3905
.3348
.2941
.4841
.4831
.4721
.4522
.4274
.3470
.2905
•4997
.4914
.4852
.4586
.4301
.4464
.2634
.5109
.5535.
.4934
.4652
.4300
.3837
.3367
.2755
.2419
.4876
.4978
.4543
.4063
.3269
.1456
.2041
• 3920
• 3755
• 3781
.3860
.3765
.4064'
.4025
.4000
.3656
.3631
• 3193
•2909
.4143
.4285
.3963
.4234
.4018
• 3354
.2927
.2150'
.4127
.4165
.4129
.3854
.3587
.3117
.2546
.2333
• 3796
•3939
.3867
.3659
.2758
.2227
.1813
.1875
.3620
.3646
.3245
.2245
.1563
.3622
.3449
.3612
.3735
.3547
.3434
.3273
-3074
.2640
.2240
.1881
(^VX/L
0.7486
.7789
•7675
•7671
.7634
•7452
.7284
.7301
.7621
.8093
.8076
.8025
.7945
.7658
.7722
.8097
•8350
.8350
.8283
.8169
.7983
.7962
.8287
.8468
.8607
.8590
.8506
.8523
.8342
.8122
.8190
.7886
.8122
.8088
.7869
•7797
.7764
.7662
.6771
.7344
.7713
.8078
.8317
.7134
.7723
•8337
.8721
.8607
.8367
.7862
.7845
.8017
.7984
.8375
.9011
.8780
.8413
.8207
.7962
.8062
.8346
.8949
.8786
.8669
• 8585
.8317
• 7430
.7785
.8422
.8522
.8405
.8250
•8037
.8020
.8037
.6650
.6848
.7484
.7635
.7672
.9821
• 9361
•9559
• 9840
• 9913
•9978
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
E^)VPC'R
0.6554
.7132
.7483
.7694
.7706
.7462
.7264
.7248
.6719
-7727
.7842
.8040
•7929
.7565
.7644
•7433
.7631
.8259
.8209
.8098
.7867
.7863
•7453
•7813
.8181
.8164
.8147
.8362
.8218
.8135
.8118
.7259
.7722
.8085
.8085
.8032
.7767
.7652
.6056
.6354
.6880
•7385
.7766
.6475
.7019
.7867
.8275
.8263
.8144
.7764
.6742
.7405
.6960
.8053
.8527
.8317
:8l56
.8168
.6912
.7207
•7927
.8271
.8062
.8046
.8193
-8m
.6211
.7083
.7804
.7853
.7837
.7816
.7804
.7804
..7837
.5790
.6476
.7427
.7886
.7677
.9536
.8521
.8957
• 9571
.9755
.9867
.9926
-9975
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
**tA
^PWi.
0.2542
.1190
.0914
.0620
.0643
.0538
.0447
.0398
.3141
.0823
.0713
.0655
.0536
.0360
.0266
.1330
1218
.0660
•0593
.0534
-0377
.0252
.1664
.1314
.0356
.0770
.0719
.0482
.0277
.0154
.0141
.1495
.1160
.0787
.0414
.0437
•0439
. .0203
.3713
.2169
.1504
.0801
.0659
.3186
.1670
.0960
.0659
.05232
.04184
•04771
.2167
.1436
.1924
.1034
.06385;
.06100
.03869
.02866
.2059
•1534
.09524
.08495
.09219
.66021
.02490
.02391
.2448
.1290
•08973
.08168
.06923
•04337
.01856
.01364
.01114
.1533
.1038
.04452
.1924
.1488
.1113
.0909
.0762
.0682
.0550
.0389
.0244
• 0097
(APtA
VtavA
0.1933
.0886
.0669
.0482
.0422
.0423
.0423
.0366
.2056
.0894
.0594
.0442
.0442
•0397
• 0596
.1361
.1136
.0546
.0531
.0507
.0446
.0306
.1271
.1199
.1274
.1295
.1040
.0671
.0456
.0210
.0210
.1175
.0928
.0744 '
.0527
.0356
.0322
.0105
.2301
.1489
-1139
.0876
.0654
.2006
.1353
.0985
.0665
.05266
.042971
.03735
.1446
.1284
.1409
.1056
.09683
.09627
.04113
.02757
.1452
•1323
.1159
.1207
.09864
.06177
.03459
.02451
.1464
.1124
.1338
.1254
.07931
.04771
.02358
.01912
.01904
.1332
.09216
.05689
.2057
.1522
.1221
.O924
.0656
.0589
• 0513
• 0389
.0278
.0170
CD
0.1406
•1393
.1441
.1489
.1519
.1571
.1692
.1846
.1632
.1596
-1637
.1667
.1699
••1899
.2065
.1947
.1724
.1911
•1972
.2027
.2101
.2514
• 3009
.2384
•2995
• 3029
.3084
.3202
• 3363
13560
.3637
.4669
.4747
.4721
.4830
.5043
.5406
.5307
.1439
.1425
.1417
.1424
.1423
1562
.1468
.1445
.1533
.1566
.1681
.1771
.1700
.1680
.1582
.1622
.1660
.1832
.1965
-2235
•1977
.1938
.1983
.2010
.2072
.2173
.2284
.2769
.3080
• 3076
• 3059
• 3070
.3162
• 3359
•3512
" -3712
.3629
.4821
.4822
.4841
aais
0.005
.004
.006
.009
.010
.011
.011
.012
.009
.006
.008
.010
.011
.012
.013
.009
.007
.010
.011
.012
.013
.015
.009
.008
.010
.012
.016
.018
.019
.020
.021
.010
.010
.015
.018
.020
.022
.022
.016
.008
.007
.008
.009
.009
.009
.010
.011
.011
..012
.010
.010
.010
.009
.010
.012
.013
.014
.009
.010
.011
.010
.011
.012
.015
.017
.012
.013
.013
.013
.013
.015
.016
.017
.OlB
.014
.013
.013
.011
.008
.005
.006
.008
.008
.011
.014
.015
.017
.019
.020
£
0.011
.012
.016
.024
.025
.023
.023
.024
.018
.017
.024
.026
.030
.029
.027
.020
.015
.026
.028
.028
.026
.030
.026
.027
.032
.036
.038
.038
.038
.038
.037
.032
.032
•035
•035
.034
.032
.032
.018
.017
.017
.020
.025
.021
.021
.026
.032
.032
.030
-.021.
.024
.023
.023
.034
.037.
.034
.032
.031
.031
.031
.035
•037
.038
.039
.036
•032.
.032
.033
.034
.036
.038
.038
.037
.036
.031
.030
.030
.019
.028
.020
.023
.023
.025
.028
.030
.030
.032
.032
.032
07
S
0.016
.c
•c
.c
.c
.c
.c
16
16
17
17
17
16
.015
.017
.c
.c
.c
:C
.C
17
17
18
17
116
.016
.018
.C
.C
.C
.C
.C
18
19
19
18
18
.017
.019
.C
.C
.C
.C
.c
.c
.c
19
19
19
18
07
11
15
.015
.012
.C
-.0
.0
.0
.0
09
07
09
12
15
.015
.013
.0
.0
.0
18
17
17
.017
.016
.016
.0
.0
.0
17
17
17
.016
.016
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
16
17
16
17
17
17
.016
.015
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
19-
19
19
18
IB
19
18
.016
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
21
21
20
19
16
17
17
.017
.013
.0
.0
.0
15
16
14
.016
z
0
0
0
0
0
.057
.058
.063
.070
•073
.062
.072
.077
.076
.075
.072
.062
.065
.063
.074
.080
•079
.076
—
.064
.065
.074
.079
.079
.080
.079
.075
.060
.066
.075
.077
.078
.078
.074
.073
.073
.054
.060
.067
.060
0
S5
0
0
0
0
0
.030
.035
.040
.044
.049
.040
.048"
.051
.052
.051
.048
.037
.042
.038
.048
.051
.051
.051
.049
.036
.040
.047
.049
.049
.051
.054
.050
.034
.040
.045
.047
.049
.050
.049
.050
.050
.033
•037
.046
.038
0
=d3
0.0007
.0007
.0011
.0013
.0015
.0016
.0017
.0016
.0013
.0010
.0013
.0017
.0018
.0017
.0015
.0014
.0015
.0018
.0019
.0019
.0017
.0013
.0017
.0017
".0022
.0020
.0013
.0007
.0005
.0003
.0002
.0020
.0021
.0012
.0008
.0004
.0009
.0009
.0002
.0003
.0004
.0005
.0008
.0011
.0011
.0012
.0016
.0019
.0018
.0015
.0017
.0015
.0016
.0018
.0020
.0017
.0016
.0016
.0016
.0017
.0019
.0023
.0021
.0015
.0012
.0019
.0016
.0015
.0018
.0018
.0014
.0013
.0011
.0010
.0016
.0016
.0015
.0017
.0024
.0018
.0021
.0025
.0022
.0027
.0032
.0034
.0038
.0043
.0047
Cd4
0.0026
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
026
036
340
040338
039
•0039
.0034
.01
.0
.0
.01
•a
335
339
340
342
342
.0041
.0044
.0
.01
.01
.0
.01
330
340
34o
341
341
.0041
.0040
.01
.01
.ex
.0
.01
.a
.01
340
342
342
D41
341
341
341
.0041
.0042
v
.0034
.01
.01
.01
332
332
337
.0039
.0036
.0036
.0(
.01
.0
'39
>40
341
.0040
.0038
.a
.oc
.oc
.oc
.oc
.oc
38
36
39
Al
Ao
40
.0041
.0041
.oc
.oc
.a
.oc
.oc
.oc
Al
Al
Al
4l
40
Ao
.0040
.0041
.0042
.OC
.oc
.oc
42
A2
34
.0057
.oc
.oc
.oc
.oc
.oc
.oc
.oc
.oc
.oc
A2
148
A8
>53
157
59
59
"S3
*3
.0064
<*7
0.0021
.CX
.OC
.CX
.OC
.oc
.oc
)19
)20
320
>20
>20
)20
.0020
.0021
.0(
.CX
.CX
• CX
.CX
20
20
20
>20
20
.0020
.0021
.CX
.CX
.OC
.OC
.oc
)20
>20
)20
)20
)20
.0020
.0021
.OC
.OC
.OC
.oc
.oc
.oc
.oc
20
20
)20
19
12
19
21
.0021
.0022
.OC
.OC
.OC
.OC
.oc
17
15
18
20
)21
.0021
.0021
.OC
.OC
.OC
20
20
SO
:0020
.00201
.
.0020-
.0021
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
20
20
20
20
20
SO
.0020
.0021
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
20
20
20
20
20
21
21
.0021
.0022
.00
.00
.00
21
20
21
.0027
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
26
28
28
27
27
27
27
27
27
.0028
<*8
0
' 0
>
0
•o
0
.0025
.0025
.002k
.0023
.0023
.0025
.0023
.0022
.0022
.0023
.0023
.0024
.0024
.0025
.0023
.0022
.0022
.0023
.0025
.0025
-002l»
.0023
.0023
.0023
.O022
.0023
.0027
.0026
.0025
.0025
.0025
.0021*
.0021*
.0025
.0025
.0029
.OO28
.0028
.0028
0
<**
0
0
0
0
• 0
1
4<
.0016
.0015
.001k
.0012
.0012
.0014
.0013
.0012
.0012
.0012
.0012
.001k
.0013
,001k
.0013
.0012
.0012
.0012
.0012
.0014
.0011*
.0013
.0013
.0013
.0013
.0012
.0013
.0016
.0015
.0014
.0014
.0014
.0013
.0014
.0014
.0014
.0016
.0017
.0016
.0016
0
'IAL
•• ••• • •
r • • • • •
• • •• • •
• • • • •
•• ••• ••
•
• •
• •
••
*
• • • •>•' • ••• ••
* ••• ••• ••
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TABI£ I.- PERFORMANCE OF INLET CONFIGURATIONS - Continued
(c) Three-shock horizontal ramp inlet - Concluded
*.
0.88*
-
.883
.881
•I
.880
1.616
1.617
1.619
1.616
•
1.619
1.617
2.212
I
»
2.212
2.212
1
J
a,
2.05
6.00
10.05
1*.05
6.05
10.10
0
1-95
4.05
6.05
.05
2.00
4.00
6,
deg
0
0
0
J
0
0
0
6
\
6
6
6
12
12
12
Rasp
bleed
1
j
1.
1
1
i
1
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
4.
i
i
04
O.*l*0
•3909
• 3562
-31*0
___
• 2313
.39*1
3^7
.2860
.2326
.1765
.1264
• 3833
• 37*9
• 33*5
.2840
• 2332
.1787
.1129
'.3714
.3677
• 3385
•2963
• 2532
.1857
.1302
.4*62
.4199
• 36*7
.3185
.2796
.2227
.10*3
.4005
.3*87
.**9l
.4462
.4308
.4037
-3535
.3012
.2*65
.1391
.*3*6
• *327
.4190
.3867
• 3530
.2629
.2304
•*058
• *2S2
.4ng
• 3651
.2929
• 2599
.1936
•4657
.4*33
-3996
.3291
• 2859
.1913
.1670
.4377
.4152
.3810
• 3329
.2888
.2360
.1652
.*58o
.4*3*
.4388
.38*1
.35*2
.2191
• *795
.4761
.4650
.4468
.3660
.2908
.494*
.4888
.4172
.3857
.3298
.27*7
@L0.3*26
.3690
• 3*12
.3120
.222*
.32*2
-3395
• 33*9
.2904
• 2396
.1789
.n55
-3220
.33*1
.3190
.2873
.2*17
.17*3
.1096
.32*5
.3212
• 3079
.28*2
.2*95
.1702
.1079
.4090
.3912
.3680
-3227
.26*6
.208*
.1*76
.3995
-*220
.*166
.*031
.*005
.3882
.3*58
.2958
.2231
.1260
.3767
• 3996
.401*
.368*
.3380
.2627
.217*
• 39*3
.*032
.4040
.3560
.2657
• 2393
.1888
• 3953
.4107
.3860
• 3136
.2617
.1888
.1590
.3880
• 3922
.3667
•3184
•2695
.2087
.1*75
-*013
.4023
.*106
•3919
.36*0
.2101
.4244
.43*1
• 4358
.4171'
• 3610
• 2677
-4995
.4352
.4109
• 3797
• 3*21
•2*93
G&0.9385
•9737
•9979
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
.9163
.9465
•9725
.9853
.9887
•9909
• 9155
• 9290
.97*2
.9813
•9879
.987*
• 9923
.8840
.9310
•9657
•9796
.9868
.9901
.9919
• 9297
.9*48
.9*98
.9527
.9*81
.9381
.91*6
.9*6*
.92*7
•8899
•8577
.9000
.9180
-9163
.9096
•89*5
.9012
•8551
•899*
•937*
• 9391
•937*
.8689
.8789
.8789
•93*1
.9563
.95*6
.9625
• 9591
• 9362
.8710
•9295
• 953*
• 9567
•9563
•9396
•9350
.8698
• 9396
•9*67
•9*67
• 9*3*
.9266
—
.6161
•6550
.70*9
.6915
.6563
.6282
•63*9
.676*
.7287
-753*
.7002
.6731
.6650
.7317
-7756
.7538
.7069
.71*9
C£)H
0.84*7
•9195
•9852
.9962
1.0000
l.OOOO
.8038
•8677
.9375
• 9779
.981*
.9862
.9917
• 7913
.8292
.9359
.9675
.9822
.9865
• 991*
•7720
.8361
.914*
.9526
•979*
.9876
•9926
.8726
.928*
.9*32
.939*
•9317
.9218
.9087
-9317
.8677
.8025
.7677
.8370
.89*0
.9038
.8989
.8972
•9038
.7605
•8365
-8999
• 9130
.9196
.8688
.8721
.8001
.8787
• 9315
.9*62
•9523
• 9*7*
• 9298
• 7956
.8742
.9*3*
.9*50
•9*13
.9282
.9270
.789*
•9135
• 9319
•9270
• 9205
.9123
—
•5050
•5757
.6*27
.6607
.639*
•6233
•5610
• 5902
•659*
•7132
.6807
.66*0
.6003
.6607
.723*
•7185
.6889
.7001
(^ 1
0.19*6
.13*1
• 0791
•0550
.0380
.0244
.2052
.1448
.1009
.06*3
.0*12
.0250
•0135
.20*0
.1748
• 0940
.0656
.04n
.0276
.0100
.2506
.1506
•0990
•0713
.0*50
.030O
.Ono
.0656
.1016
.0786
.0522
.0367
.0265
.0180
•0973
.0623
•1957
.2n7
.1383
.1030
.0760
.0558
.0306
.020*
.2088
.1*52
.1X91
.0962
.1059
•03*3
.0226
.1807
.1291
.0961
.0660
.0413
•0259
•0159
.1790
.1239
.0719
.0561
.0312
•0095
.0096
.1770
•0978
•0735
•0525
.0316
.0295
.2421
.17*6
.1072
.1*38
.0712
.0396
.2368
•1792
.1321
.0661
.05*7
.0465
• 3231
•1679
•1591
•059*
•0528
•0327
(£&
0.2076
.1383
.0717
.0538
.0385
.0244
.2001
• 1351
.1120
.0608
.0*19
.0301
.0190
.1721
.1225
.0979
.0707
.0*39
.0301
.0185
.2516
.1085
.0785
.0692
.0476
.0316
.0200
.1368
.0981
.0780
.0625
.0*16
.0308
.016*
.0950
•1376
•1973
.2301
.1367
.1018
.0782
.0553
.0360
.0275
.1656
.1246
.1213
.0821
.0486
•0297
.0228
.1*58
.n*i
.0693
.06*0
.0365
.0173
.0187
.1*36
.1136
.07*8
.05*7
•0359
.0161
.0113
.1460
.1071
.0853
.0670
.0513
.0267
—
.15*5
.112*
•0797
.0594
•09*9
•0319
.1981
.1328
.U30
.0657
.0*90
.0412
.2684
.1166
.0825
.0596
•0527
•0355
CD ft
0.008
.008
.012
.015
.017
.019
.010
.on
.012
.016
.018
.019
.020
.012
.012
.014
.017
.018
.019
.020
.014
.01*
.015
.017
.018
.019
.019
.009
.011
.015
.016
.014
.018
.019
.012
.009
.009
.on
.on
.012
.01*
.016
.017
.019
.008
.007
.007
.012
.01*
.013
.015
.009
.009
.010
.014
.017
.018
.015
.on
.on
.018
.021
.023
.025
.026
.015
.015
-Olfl
.020
.022
.024
.026
.007
.007
.009
.009
.009
.on
.008
.008
.008
.009
.010
.on
.009
.009
.009
.on
.on
.013
ft
0.023
.023
.025
.030
.030
.032
'.008
.025
.028
.030
.030
.032
'.032
.023
.022
.028
.030
.032
.032
.032
.027
.027
.029
.031
.031
.033
.032
.030
•033
•035
•035
.035
•035
.034
.034
.030
.030
.030
.032
.033
.033
.033
.032
.032
.028
.028
.029
.032
.034
.027
.029
.031
.031
.032
.03*
.035
.034
.033
.032
.032
.045
.0*7
.047
.0*8
.0*7
.0**
.0**
.038
.0*6
.0*7
.0*7
.0*6
.017
.015
.016
.021
.021
.02*
.020
.020
.020
.028
.031
.027
.023
.023
.017
.038
• 039
.032
ft
0.016
.01
.01
.01
.01
6
6
6
5
.015
.015
.016
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
5
5
4
4
4
.015
.014
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
3
3
3
4
3
.013
.016
.016
.014
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
4
4
5
5
4
.014
.014
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
4
5
5
5
5
.017
.015
.01
.02
.02
.02
.02
5
o
l
2
^
.022
, .022
.02
.02
.02
.02
.02
l
>2
2
e
e
.022
.017
.01
.01
.01
.01
7
7
7
6
.015
.017
.01
.01
.01
.01
7
7
7
7
.016
.017
.01
.01
8
7
.019
.017
.017
ft-
0
0
0
1
.
»
0
0
0
V
.015
.015
'
.015
.015
.020
.020
.020
.020
.020
.020
0
1
i
01
1
ft
0
0
0
0
0
0
.032
1
*
.032
.032
.032
.043
.0*3
.0*3
.0*3
.0*3
.0*3
01
V
0
0
«.
0.0028
.0028
.0032
• 0037
.00k3
.00*7
.0035
.0036
.0038
.001(5
.00^9
.0055
.OO£l
.OOMv
.OOWi
.00^9
.0054
.0059
.0061*
.0069
.0056
.0056
.0059
.0066
-OO76
.0085
.0091
.0019
.0027
.0025
.0022
.0032
.0016
-OOlll
.0027
.OO21
.0019
.0031
.OO32
.0031
.0027
.0023
.0019
.0016
.0009
.0009
.0008
.0018
.0025
.0019
.0022
.001^
.0013
.0017
.0026
.0022
.0019
.0020
.0020
.0021
.0006
.0003
0
.000l»
.0006
.0003
.cook
.0007
.oooi
.0001
.0002
.0005
.0006
.0006
.0009
.0009
.0011
.0013
.0010
.0010
.0010
,001k
.OOlk
.001U
.0011*
.0011*
.0016
.0017
.0015
-0013
*.
0.00*9
.0049
.005*
.0061
.0061
.006*
.00*1
.0057
.0061
.0063
.0065
.0068
.0063
.0057
.0059
.0068
.0070
.0073
.0073
.0073
.0080
.0080
.0081
.0083
.0089
.0087
.0093
.0050
.0052
.0052
.0052
.0052
.0053
•0053
.0052
.0050
.0050
.0050
.0052
.0052
•0053
.0053
.0053
.0054
.0051
.0051
.0051
.0052
.0052
.0051
.0052
.0052
.0051
.0051
.0052
.0052
.0052
.0052
.0051
.0052
•0035
.0036
.0036
•0037
•0037
• 0035
.0035
.0020
.0036
•0037
.0037
.0037
.0032
.0030
.0033
•0035
.0035
.0036
.0031
.0031
.0031
.0036
.0037
•0035
.0032
.0032
.CO22
.0036
.0038
.0036
^
0.0027
.OC
.OC
.OC
.OC
28
128
128
2TT
.0029
.0030
.OC
.OC
.OC
.OC
.OC
32
32
32
32
32
.0031
.0035
.OC
.OC
.OC
.OC
.00
3*
35
33
3*
33
.0035
.00*2
.00
.00
.OC
.OC
.OC
*0
*0
40
**
*1
.0044
.0025
.0025
.OC
.OC
.OC
.OC
.OC
25
iS5
125
125
L£
.0026
.0025
.OC
.OC
.OC
.OC
.OC
C5
125
125
25
25
.002*
.002*
.OC
.OC
.OC
.00
.cc
25
125
25
25
124
.002*
.0025
.00
.00
.00
.00
IS5
16
17
16
16
.0017
.0017
.0018
.OC
.OC
.OC
.OC
18
19
19
19
.0019
.0017
.00
.00
.00
.00
17
17
18
18
.0017
.0017
.00
.00
18
17
.0017
.0017
.0018
*.
0
0
0
0
1
0
.on3
.on3
.on2
.0112
.0110
.ono
.ono
.ono
.0110
.ono
0
0
o
•=".
0
0
0
0
• 0
0
V
.0169
.0169
.0169
.0169
.0159
.0159
.0159
.0159
.0159
.0159
0
0
l
i
0
co;
22
TABLE I.- PERFORMANCE OF INLET CONFIGURATIONS - Continued
(d) Internal compression inlet. -• •.- •
n.
2.025
2. 024
2.027
2.021
2.018
2.025
2.025
2.025
2.025
2.008
2.011
2.011
2.011
2.011
2.008
2.018
2.015
2.01 It
2.009
2.009
2.O03
2.009
2.006
2.055
2.029
2.029
2.027
2.025
2.020
2.032
2.026
2.025
2.022
2.026
2.025
2.026
2.020
2.017
2.026
2.026
2.023
2.023
2.023
2.026
2.010
2.010
2.004
2.010
2.011
2.011
2. on
2. on
2.00V
2.006
2.007
2.004
2.007
2.004
2.010
2.007
2.007
2.007
2.007
2.00*
2.007
2.006
2.006
2.012
2.006
2.011
2.012
2.009
2.012
2.006
2.009
2.006
2.006
2.009
2.0n
2.008
2.011
2.008
a,
deg
1.98
2.00
.2.00
.2.00
;2.00
1.96
1.98
1.98
1.98
2.00
'2.00
2.05
•2.05
:2.05
2.05
2.00
2.05
2.00
1-95
1-95
•1.95
1-95
1.95
0
-.05
-.05
-.05
-.15
1-73
1-93
1.98
1.88
1.88
3-91
'3-91
3-96
5.89
•5- 9*
7-97
7-97
7-92
•9.55
9.60
-.05
-.05
:0 .
0
' 2.00
2.05
2.05
2.00
l<.05.
3-95
4.00
3-95
6.00
6.00
5-95
6.00
5.95
10.05
10.00
10.00
14.05
14.10
.05
0
0
0
0
2.05
2.05
2.05
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
k.OO
6.00
5-95
6.00
Flow
deflector
plAte- -
config.'
'
'
_^_ .
^ 1
• —
.
;
'.
'.
.
.
_ •
1
.
, Hone
1
,
.
 Bone
Centertody
bleed
1
•3
2 /
'" '1
'
.
• • ;« .
Ho bleed .
/.
3 .
t3 .
'
:
/v\
-W.
- ;
_
0.5056
•5157
.5164
.5141
.5088
.5198
.5159
.529*
.5069
• 532li
.5152
.5042
.5no
.5090
.11633
-li657
.11868
-li933
.4878
. 11850
.11676
.11789
.4805
—
.11827
.4821
.4855
.11777
."1903
.11921
.11863
.11789
.11822
.4851
.4864
.11728
.11236
.4734
.11595
.11573
.4560
.4547
.4816
.4530
.4456
.4918
.4690
.4836
.4760
.4676
.4864
.4878
.5037
Mvw,
, - .
'
0.5010
.5065
.4810
.5096
.5043
.4844
.4884
.4825
.4704
.5134
.4832
.4640
.4751
.4623'
.4503
.4535
.4810
.4664
.4627
.4709
.4577
.4708
.4615
—
.4636
.4592
.4610
.4547
.4765
.4714
.4715
.4529
.4675
.4505
.4343
.4214
.4071
.4690
.4697
.4557
.4647
.4698
.4814
.4559
.4732
.4788
.4889
.4831
.4804
.4869
.4914
.4886
(&
0.8619
.8686
.8787
.8724
'.6674
.8691
.8607
.8691
.6662
.8727
.8781
.8827
.8626
.8526
.8459
.8782
•8799
.8480
.8718
.8768
.8752
.8718
.6489
.8110
.8330
.8296
.8262
..8173
.8167
.8501
.8552
.838
.8426
.8380
.840
.8182
.7799
.7710
.7831
.7827
.7562
.7760
.6704
.6838
.6208
.8238
.8242
.8171
.8727
.8781
.8827
.8626
.8514
.8531
.8543
.8480
.7454
.8120
.8020
.8070
.6020
.7601
.7601
.7451
.6768
.6506
•7770
.8317
.8418
.8372
.8117
.8802
.8935
.8668
.8885
.90O2
.8906
-8935
.6689
.8844
.8831
.8861
(£*)V?C/H
0.8588
.8654
• .8753
.8708
.8658
.8708
.8609
.8725
.8680
.8725
.8763
.8725
.8513
.8365
.8251
.8698
.8696
.8534
.8700
.8733
.8733
.8749
.8607
'.7551
.7762
.7746
.7875
.7706
.7785
.8144
.8144
.8123
.6185
.8106
.813
.7797
.7290
.722
.7307
•7090
.6978
.7024
.6499
.6614
.8037
.8099
.8103
.8033
.8725
.8763
.8725
.8513
.8485
.6452
.6382
.8222
-71B5
.7886
.7853
.7902
•7653
.6984
.6837
.6755
.6397
.6239
.7478
.8373
.8439
.8410
.8128
.8733
.8733
.8635
.8782
.8782
.8737
.8717
.8590
.8578
.8582
.86n
/ostA
\*w>t
0.1042
.1034
- .0994
• .1001
.1007
.1036
; .1075
.1007
.0867
.0625
.0566
.0506
.0547
.0524
.0411
.0706
.0558
.0797
.0764
.0765
.0711
.0965
.0828
.0717
.0726
—
.0765
.0851
.0966
.0990
.0992
.0568
.0596
.0896
.0946
.0891
.1209
.1252
.1219
.1073
•1055
.0909
• 0875
.0822
.0091
.0654
.0571
.0506
.0518
.0497
.0490
.0437
.0464
.0668
.0527
.0527
.0493
•0558
.1243
.1472
.1836
.0846
.0651
.0624
•0635
. .0766
..0788
.1002
•0597
.0550
.0658
.0620
.0556
.0602
.0583
.0588
.0590
.0619
.0616
fe>
VWR
0.0784
l .0807
. .0798
.0774
.0750
.0804
.0814
.0774
.0605
.0569
.0482
.0512
.0525
.0534
.0715
.0525
.0656
.0653
.0596
.0539
.0721
.0993
.1084
.1093
.1113
.1149
.0848
.1164
.•1229
.1184
.1124
.0920
.1004
.1090
.1393
.1315
.1294
.2022
.1799
.1878
.1363
.1234
.0861
.0675
.0491
.0646
.0626
.0567
.0467
.0408
.0457
.0430
.0445
.0605
.0831
.0656
—
.0686
.2422
.2516
.2614
.n»
.0678
.094?
.0557
.0482
.0473
.0757
.0563
.0477
.0540
.0621
.0621
.0608
.0581
.0607
.0694
.0694
.0721
CD
r
0.1250
.1264
.1266
.1270
.1297
.1256
.1259
.1426
.1436
.1429
.1446
.1927
.1680
.1708
.1745
.1707
.2750
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TABLE I.- PERFORMANCE OF INLET CONFIGURATIONS - Concluded
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Figure 1.- Photograph of model in tunnel.
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(a) Basic inlet.
A-23127
(b) Hooded inlet.
Figure U.- Photographs of inlet models.
(c) Hori zontal ramp inlet,
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(d) Internal compression inlet.
Figure k.- Concluded.
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• (a) Basic internal-compression inlet centerbody
-6.196 — ^  — HJ*O.328 vrows-, 1 8 holes/row
1.840 AB. 0.0785 dia. Holf_sectionB_B
(b) Perforated centerbody- Bleed configuration # I
Detail "A".-J U-0.250
0.135 0.125
*0.250H
Detail "A"
1.760 1.840
(c) Centerbody with slot — Bleed configurotion#2
Detair'B11
• . . 1.700 IB40 - ., "
(d) Centerbody with scoop- Bleed configuration #3 ';;
• . (..b) -Details of the centerbody bleed. "~
Figure. 8.- Continued.
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Front view Side view
(a) Internal compression inlet with flow diverter plate mounted
8.50-
0.50 -H
( b) Diverier plote no. I. Plan view
(c) Diverter plate no.2
(d) • Diverter plote no.3
2.I85R
or:-
(e) D iverfer p lote no. 4
(c) Details -of the flow deflector plates,
Figure 8.- Concluded.
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Figure 12.- Compressor and exit rake details.
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Figure 1 .^- Summary of best pressure recovery characteristics of inlets;
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Figure 20.- Total drag coefficient for peak pressure recovery;
H» = 2.0.
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